








Reconciled in Jeru.s Christ 97

A. The Conference of General Ministers of the First Franciscan
Order and the Third Order Regular, which has been working for years in a
communion of intention;

B. The Conference of the Franciscan Family (composed of the
general minister of the First Order, the general minister of the TOR, the
general minister of the SFO, and the president of the IFC-TOR), which is
intended to be the privileged place for giving concrete expression to those
values of communion and mutual enrichment which are inherent to a vital
reciprocity among all the components of the Franciscan family, while
respecting the variety and distinctive identity of each of them;

C. The local and national Franciscan movements, whose purpose is
the achievement of unity through the experience of fraternity-in meetings,
prayer, cooperation in various initiatives and pastoral activities, and in some
forms of ongoing collaboration in initial and continuing formation; and

D. Our presence at the United Nations, through the service of the
non-goveil)mental organization, Franciscans International.

We ask that in the future, there be an increase in such forms of
mutual communion-a life-giving force and an indispensable sign of
reconciliation. We believe that the preparations for the jubilee year should
lead us to be more readily open to offer this mutual seryice. The various
positions and different responsibilities should be assumed entirely in a spirit
of senice, in the awareness that everyone-men and w.omen, clerics and
laity, friars and members of the SFO-has somerhing to offer and
something to receive. We especially invite everyone to create structures or
organisms of Franciscan communion and collaboration [Franciscan
movements] in countries or areas where they are not yet found.

It is also our wish that, through the collaboration of all, Franciscans
International can soon become an authoritative voice of the whole
Franciscan family at the United Nations, expressing and realizing our
concrete commitment of solidarity on behalf of all human life and the whole
of crealion, of peace, justice, and the defense of the poor.

We are called by the Lord to be with him, and td be sent to
proclaim (see Mk. 3:14-i5) penance and forgiveness of sin (see Lk 24:47-48),
and to work to make this proclamation a reality. Let us work so that every
man and woman may come or return to the Father's house. Like Jesus and
Francis, let us not fear being with the poor and with sinners. To those who
are divided or who create tension, let us propose peace and reconciliation






